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Roscommon County Council
County Hall
Roscommon, F42 VR98
July 30, 2020
RE: RPS Ref.: 04800014 (Keoghville House)
To whom it may concern:
I am requesting that Keoghville House (RPS Ref.: 04800014) be de-designated as a “protected
structure” and removed from the “Record of Protected Structures for County Roscommon.”
Keoghville House is located on a working farm and situated in the midst of the busy and high
traffic yard that is the epicenter of the farm and the sole route of access to many sheds and barns.
As a working farm and in compliance with the Health & Safety Authority (“HAS”) Code of
Practice for preventing Injury And Occupational Ill Health In Agriculture (“Code of Practice”),
farmers, along with their families, and any farm workers, including visitors to the farm such as
vets, personnel delivering feed and supplies and any other visitors to the farm “must make safety
and health their first priority.” At present, this is not possible on my farm due to Keoghville House
being designated a protected structure.
Keoghville House is falling into ruin and as the structure deteriorates there can be falling stones
and debris, falling and shattering glass from the windows, and falling and shattering slates from
the roof, especially at times of high winds during storms – which, as we have all experienced, are
becoming more and more frequent. Furthermore, the structure has become infested with vermin.
These risks make for a hazardous environment; and, the combination of the structure being
designated a “protected structure” and the unpredictability of the deterioration, mean the risks and
hazards cannot be addressed as necessary despite my best efforts and considerable financial cost
and the limited financial support available to Local Authorities from the Department to fund
essential repairs to properties like Keoghville House that are listed as “Protected Structures for
County Roscommon.”
The Architectural Heritage Protection Guidelines for Planning Authorities provides for the
deletion of structures from the protected structures list in the event of safety hazards and I am
therefore requesting that for my safety, the safety of my family, the safety of all visitors (whether
vets or delivery personnel), and the safety of animals and livestock, that Keoghville House (RPS
Ref.: 04800014) be de-designated as a “protected structure” and removed from the “Record of
Protected Structures for County Roscommon.”
Thank you for your time and consideration.
s/Kenneth Butler
Kenneth Butler
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